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(57) ABSTRACT 
A structure and method of fabricating a metalliZation fuse 
line is disclosed. The structure can be formed on a semi 
conductor substrate, including an insulator structure formed 
on the substrate, the insulator structure having an upper layer 
and a loWer layer, the upper being thinner than the loWer, the 
insulator structure having a plurality of openings of varying 
depth, and a metal structure inlaid in the insulator structure, 
the metal structure having ?rst and second portions and a 
third portion there betWeen that is substantially more resis 
tive than the ?rst and second portions, the third portion 
having a thickness substantially similar to the thickness of 
the upper layer of the insulator structure. The upper layer 
includes a nitride, the loWer layer includes an oxide and the 
metal structure includes copper. The fuse structure alloWs 
formation of “easy to laser delete” thin metal fuses Within 
segments of thick metal lines. This applies to Wiring layers 
formed from “high” melting temperature metals and those 
de?ned using a damascene process. For example, copper 
back end of line (Cu BEOL) damascene Wiring, as used With 
CMOS can use the invention. The technique achieves high 
yield fusing for technologies that use thick Wiring layers. 
The structure separates the thickness of the fuse segment 
from the remainder of the Wiring line. The structure can be 
used With very thick, e.g., >1.2 p Wiring and very thin, e.g., 
<0.5 p fuses. 
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PEDESTAL FUSE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention: 

[0002] The present invention relates to semiconductor 
integrated circuit (IC) chips Which can be tailored to include 
a fuse. The invention further relates to a method of making 
the improved circuit. 

[0003] 2. Related Art: 

[0004] Laser deletion of thick metal fuses is difficult due 
to the mass of metal that must be removed Without damage 
to surrounding and underlying structures. 

[0005] In the manufacture of semiconductor integrated 
circuits, Wiring layers are deposited and de?ned and inter 
connected With conductive vias through a series of Well 
knoWn photolithography and metal etching steps. Each such 
Wiring level is coated With a layer of a glassy protective 
material, knoWn as a passivation layer, Which protects and 
insulates the Wiring of each layer. The creation of integrated 
circuits With such multiple Wiring layers is Well knoWn to the 
semiconductor art. 

[0006] In some circuits, such as CMOS logic circuits, the 
fuses designed in the circuit are often formed in regular 
arrays in the upper most layers of Wiring and in a position 
such that other Wiring is not placed immediately over or 
under the fuses. In such arrays the fuses are often aligned in 
parallel roWs and placed as closely together as is possible. 
By opening selected ones of these fuses the logic elements 
of the circuits can be arranged in different combinations to 
perform different logic functions or correct manufacturing 
defects. 

[0007] These fuses are typically opened by applying a 
laser pulse of sufficient siZe, duration and poWer as to 
superheat and vaporiZe the metal forming the fuse. This 
superheating of the fuse and its vaporiZation fractures and 
bloWs aWay a portion of the overlying glassy protective 
layer creating a saucer shaped crater in the protective layer. 
When the protective layer ruptures, cracks can radiate out 
Wardly causing additional damage such as breakage of, or 
the uncovering of, adjacent fuse elements. Such uncovering 
of the adjacent elements can cause subsequent corrosion and 
premature failure of the circuit. While fuses are typically 
opened using a laser, they may also be opened by passage of 
electrical current or eXposure to an ion beam Which ablates 
(or removes or sputters) aWay the fuse link. 

[0008] The described invention is also useful for these 
methods of fusing. 

[0009] The reader is referred to the folloWing patents 
related to fuses including “Array Protection Devices and 
Fabrication Method,” US. Pat. No. 5,523,253, and “Array 
Fuse Damage Protection Devices and Fabrication Method,” 
US. Pat. No. 5,420,455, both to Richard A. Gilmour, et al. 
and of common assignee to this invention, the contents of 
Which are incorporated herein by reference in their entire 
ties. 

[0010] Fuses are used in semiconductor chips to provide 
redundancy, electrical chip identi?cation and customiZation 
of function. For designs having three (or more) layers of 
Wiring, the fuses are typically formed from a segment of one 
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of the Wiring layers, e.g., the “last metal” (LM) or “last metal 
minus one” (LM-1)Wiring layer. Fusing, i.e., the deletion of 
a segment of metal fuse line, is accomplished by eXposing 
the segment of metal fuse line to a short, high intensity pulse 
of “light” from an infra-red (IR) laser. The metal line absorbs 
energy, melts and eXpands, and ruptures any overlain pas 
sivation. The molten metal then boils or vaporiZes out of its 
oXide surroundings, disrupting line continuity and causing 
high electrical resistance. A “sensing” circuit is used to 
detect fuse segment resistance. 

[0011] Laser deletion of thick metal fuses is dif?cult due 
to the mass of metal that must be removed Without damage 
to surrounding structures. As the mass of the fuse link 
increases or the melting temperature of the fuse link metal 
increases, higher laser energies and longer (or multiple) laser 
pulses are required to accomplish deletion. Higher energies 
and longer pulses provide suf?cient energy to adjacent and 
underlying structures, e.g., silicon under the fuse area, to 
cause severe damage to the interlayer dielectric (ILD) oXide 
and adjacent fuse Wiring. What is needed is a Way to 
eliminate the need to use high laser energies. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The present invention includes a method for form 
ing a thin pedestal fuse segment in a thick last metal (LM) 
Wiring line, including the steps of forming a last metal minus 
1 (LM-l) Wiring layer and an overlaying oXide inter layer 
dielectric (ILD) using conventional techniques, depositing a 
layer of nitride using conventional techniques, Wherein a 
thickness of the nitride layer is an approXimate thickness 
desired for the thin pedestal fuse segment, de?ning With a 
resist layer and mask the LM Wiring line that Will contain a 
fuse link, Wherein the fuse link is not yet imaged, etching the 
nitride layer and the oXide ILD, forming a thick line trench, 
stripping the resist, applying a neW layer of resist and 
opening an image, de?ning the fuse link overlapping adja 
cent ends of an interrupted LM trench, etching the nitride 
layer using an etchant, stripping the neW layer of resist, 
applying another layer of resist and imaging and etching via 
contacts, Wherein the via contacts Will connect the LM to the 
LM-l Wiring layers, stripping the another layer of resist, 
?lling the Wiring trench With at least one metal, and polish 
ing to remove unWanted and eXcess metal, forming a LM 
damascene fuse line having the thin pedestal fuse segment. 

[0013] In one embodiment of the invention, the oXide 
layer includes silicon dioxide. In another, the nitride layer 
includes silicon nitride. In yet another embodiment, the 
deposition steps can include chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD)and physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques. 
[0014] In one embodiment of the invention, the etching 
step includes using an etchant that is relatively selective to 
the nitride. In another embodiment, if the nitride layer is 
thin, selectivity is not required. 

[0015] In another embodiment of the invention, the Wiring 
trench can be ?lled With copper. 

[0016] In an embodiment of the invention, the polishing 
step can include using at least one of a chemical and a 
mechanical polishing technique. 

[0017] In another embodiment of the invention, a method 
for forming a thin pedestal fuse segment in a last metal (LM) 
Wiring line includes the steps of forming a last metal minus 
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1 (LM-l) Wiring layer and an overlaying oxide inter layer 
dielectric (ILD) layer using conventional techniques, depos 
iting a layer of nitride using conventional techniques, 
Wherein a thickness of the nitride layer is an approximate 
thickness desired for the thin pedestal fuse segment, de?ning 
With a resist layer and mask the LM Wiring line that Will 
contain a fuse link, Wherein the fuse link is not yet imaged, 
etching the nitride layer and the underlying oxide ILD, 
forming a thick Wiring line trench, stripping the resist layer, 
applying a neW layer of resist and opening an image over an 
interrupted segment, etching selectively the oxide to form 
vias using an etch selective to the oxide, leaving exposed a 
nitride pedestal cap, etching selectively the nitride pedestal 
cap using an etch selective to the nitride, stripping the neW 
layer of resist, ?lling the Wiring line trench With at least one 
metal, and polishing to remove unWanted and excess metal, 
forming LM damascene fuse line having the thin pedestal 
fuse segment. 

[0018] In an embodiment of the invention, the ?rst etching 
step includes using an etchant that is relatively selective to 
the nitride. 

[0019] In another embodiment, the second etching step 
includes using an etchant, Wherein if the nitride layer is thin, 
selectivity is not required. 

[0020] In yet another embodiment, the invention includes 
?lling the Wiring line trench With copper metal. In another 
embodiment, the polishing step includes using a chemical or 
a mechanical polishing technique. 

[0021] In another embodiment of the invention, a metal 
liZation structure formed on a semiconductor substrate, 
includes an insulator structure formed on the substrate, the 
insulator structure having an upper layer and a loWer layer, 
the upper layer being thinner than the loWer layer, the 
insulator structure having a plurality of openings therein of 
varying depth, and a metal structure inlaid in the insulator 
structure the metal structure having ?rst and second portions 
and a third portion there betWeen that is substantially more 
resistive than the ?rst and second portions, the third portion 
having a thickness that is substantially similar to the thick 
ness of the upper layer of the insulator structure. In an 
embodiment of the invention, the upper layer includes a 
nitride layer and the loWer layer includes an oxide layer. In 
another embodiment of the invention, the metal structure 
includes copper. 

[0022] An advantage of the present invention is that the 
claimed fuse structure alloWs formation of “easy to delete” 
thin metal fuses Within segments of thick metal lines. The 
claimed structure is particularly applicable to Wiring layers 
formed from “high” melting temperature metals and those 
de?ned using a damascene process. 

[0023] The present invention provides an integrated path 
to achieve high yield fusing for technologies that use thick 
Wiring layers or Wiring layers comprised of high melting 
temperature metals. The structure of the present invention 
separates the thickness of the fuse segment from the remain 
der of the Wiring line. The structure is compatible With thick 
(such as, e.g., 0.8 u), very thick (such as, e.g., greater than 
1.2 p Wiring) and very thin (such as, e.g., less than 0.5 p 
fuses). The present invention is particularly valuable for 
technologies using damascene to de?ne Wiring levels. One 
example of applicable technology is in development of 
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central processing unit (CPU) chip sets for CMOS semicon 
ductor integrated circuit chips. 

[0024] Further features and advantages of the invention, as 
Well as the structure and operation of various embodiments 
of the invention, are described in detail beloW With reference 
to the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] The foregoing and other features and advantages of 
the invention Will be described With reference to the accom 
panying draWings. In the draWings, like reference numbers 
generally indicate identical, functionally similar, and/or 
structurally similar elements. Also in the ?gures, the left 
most digit of each reference number corresponds to the 
?gure in Which the reference number is ?rst used. 

[0026] FIGS. 1A through 1G depict a cross-section of an 
integrated circuit during fabrication of the fuse of the present 
invention; 
[0027] FIG. 2 depicts a How diagram of the steps of an 
example process of this invention; 

[0028] FIGS. 3A through 3F depict a cross-section of an 
integrated circuit during an alternative fabrication technique 
embodiment of the fuse of the present invention; 

[0029] FIG. 4 depicts a ?oWchart illustrating an example 
technique of fabricating the structure of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0030] The preferred embodiment of the invention is dis 
cussed in detail beloW. While speci?c implementations are 
discussed, it should be understood that this is done for 
illustration purposes only. Aperson skilled in the relevant art 
Will recogniZe that other components and con?gurations 
may be used Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the claimed invention. 

OvervieW of Present Invention 

[0031] Laser delete of metal fuses becomes more difficult 
as the thickness of the metal fuse increases. A section of last 
metal (LM) line is formed Which is left intact in an unbloWn 
fuse and is removed in a bloWn fuse, in order to provide a 
high resistance. A fuse is bloWn by shining an infrared (IR) 
laser on the metal line. To make the line high resistance, all 
the metal of the fuse must be removed. This becomes 
dif?cult as the fuse gets thick, i.e., becomes deeper and 
deeper, requiring a higher energy IR laser. After suf?cient 
depth, the metal line can not be removed Without seriously 
damaging surrounding and underlaying structures. This 
invention provides a structure Which creates a locally, thin, 
easy-to-delete line section and provides for the use of very 
thick Wiring everyWhere else on the circuit, chip or Wafer. 
The present invention enables the use of very thick Wiring to 
carry large amounts of current about the chip from one area 
to another, While still providing functional fuses, i.e. func 
tional at loW laser energies, such that no damage is sustained 
by surrounding circuitry. 

[0032] TWo exemplary fabrication sequences are 
described herein, both of Which result in a thin fuse embed 
ded in a thick Wiring layer. The present invention advanta 
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geously permits the thickness of a fuse to be controlled, 
decoupled from the surrounding metallic Wire line by vary 
ing the thickness of an upper nitride layer. 

[0033] The invention includes a metal Wiring line contain 
ing a fuse link segment Where the fuse link segment is 
thinner than the adjacent ?xed Wiring line of Which it is a 
part. The thickness of the fuse link segment can be adjusted 
independently of the remainder of the Wiring line. Fuse link 
horiZontal dimensions can be adjusted independently of the 
Wiring line dimensions if desired. The present invention is 
particularly useful for back end of line (BEOL) Wiring 
structures, Where a “thick” Wire option is employed. 

[0034] It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art, that the 
present invention is not restricted to LM or LM-1 Wiring 
layers, but can be used at any Wiring layer. 

[0035] An example embodiment of the structure of the 
present invention can be formed using a technique including 
the folloWing steps of: 

[0036] 1. forming an LM-1 Wiring layer and its overlaying 
dielectric layer using conventional techniques; 

[0037] 2. depositing a layer of silicon nitride (i.e. referred 
to as the “nitride layer”) using conventional techniques, such 
as, e.g., chemical vapor deposition (CVD), Wherein the 
thickness of the silicon nitride layer is the approximate 
thickness desired for the “thin” fuse segment that Will be 
formed in the last metal (LM) Wiring line, e.g. less than or 
equal to 0.5 p; 

[0038] 3. de?ning the LM Wiring line that Will contain the 
fuse link, but not imaging the fuse link, at this time; 

[0039] 4. etching the nitride and an underlying interlayer 
dielectric (ILD) (such as, e.g., silicon dioxide) (i.e. referred 
to as “the oxide layer”) to form a thick line trench, typically 
of greater than or equal to (>=) 0.8 p; stripping the resist; 

[0040] 5. applying a neW layer of resist and opening an 
image to de?ne the fuse link that overlaps adjacent ends of 
the interrupted LM trench; 

[0041] 6. etching the silicon nitride using an etchant that 
is relatively selective to the silicon nitride, Wherein if the 
silicon nitride is thin, selectivity is not required; stripping the 
resist; 
[0042] 7. applying a neW layer of resist and image and 
etching the via contacts that Will connect LM to LM-1 
Wiring layers; stripping the neW layer of resist; and 

[0043] 8. ?lling the Wiring trench With the metal or metals 
of choice and chemically and/or mechanically polishing 
(stopping on the nitride), removing unWanted and/or excess 
metal. The preceding process is described further With 
respect to FIGS. 1A-1G and FIG. 2, beloW. 

[0044] In an alternative embodiment, after de?ning the 
trench Which Will hold the conductor line (i.e., step 4 above), 
applying a neW layer of resist (step 5) and opening images 
de?ning the vias and fuse link. Speci?cally, using an etch 
selective to oxide the technique ?rst etches the vias, then 
using an etch selective to nitride the tehnique creates the 
shalloW trench for the fuse link. The resist can then be 
stripped and the Wiring trench can then be ?lled With one or 
more metals. The preceding alternative process is described 
further With reference to FIGS. 3A-F and 4. 
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Example Detailed Implementation of Speci?c 
Embodiments of the Present Invention 

[0045] FIGS. 1A through 1G depict a cross-section of an 
integrated circuit during fabrication of the fuse of the present 
invention. FIG. 2 depicts a ?oWchart 200 illustrating an 
example technique of fabricating the structure depicted in 
FIGS. 1A through 1G. 

[0046] FIG. 2 begins With step 202 Which can continue 
immediately With step 204. In step 204, an interrupted fuse 
line is formed including a resist layer, a nitride layer, an 
oxide layer and a last metal minus one (LM-l) layer. 
Speci?cally, interrupted fuse line is formed by placing a 
resist layer over the previously deposited nitride layer. The 
nitride layer can include a material such as, e.g., silicon 
nitride, deposited using conventional methods such as, e.g., 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), over the previously 
deposited oxide layer. The oxide layer can include a material 
such as, e.g., silicon dioxide, deposited using a conventional 
method such as, e.g., chemical vapor deposition(CVD) on 
the previously deposited LM-1 layer. The thickness of the 
silicon nitride layer can be selected according to the approxi 
mate thickness desired for the resulting “thin” fuse segment 
(see FIG. 1G, beloW) Which is to be formed in the last metal 
(LM) Wiring line. In one embodiment, the desired thickness 
of the “thin” fuse segment can be, e.g., 0.5 p or less. In 
another embodiment, the desired fuse segment can be, e.g., 
0.8 p or less. In yet another embodiment, the desired fuse 
segment can be, e.g., 0.3 p or less. Fuse thicknesses can be 
adjusted to provide advantageous chip yields. Table 1, 
beloW, illustrates exemplary fuse thicknesses and some 
observed fuse yields associated With certain example fuse 
segment thicknesses. An example of the structure formed by 
step 204 is depicted in FIG. 1A. 

TABLE 1 

Fuse Fuse Metal Fusing Fuse 
Structure Material Thickness of fuse Parameter Yield 

Thick LM Copper 1.2/1 Single Pass 71.9% 
Thin LM Copper 0.5/1 Single Pass 99.9% 

[0047] FIG. 1A illustrates a semiconductor structure 
including resist segments 102a, 102b and 102c formed on a 
thin upper nitride layer 104 Which overlays an inter layer 
dielectric (ILD) oxide layer 106 Which in turn overlays last 
metal minus 1 (LM-l) layer segments 108a and 108b. 

[0048] From step 204, ?oWchart 200 can continue With 
step 206. In step 206, the nitride layer and oxide layer can 
be etched to create a “line” trench, and the resist layer can 
be stripped. The structure formed by step 206 is depicted in 
FIG. 1B. 

[0049] FIG. 1B illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1A folloWing etching of the nitride and oxide layers 
104 and 106, yielding oxide layer 106 a including exemplary 
line trenches and pedestals. Nitride 104 is etched leaving 
nitride segments 104a, 104b and 104c remaining capping 
the pedestals of oxide layer 106a, formed by stripped resist 
segments 102a, 102b and 102c. LM-1 segments 108a and 
108b remain overlaid by the oxide ILD layer 106a. 

[0050] From step 206, ?oWchart 200 can continue With 
step 208. In step 208, resist can be applied and an image can 
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be opened using a mask or reticle over resist segments and 
interrupted center pedestal oxide segment, leaving uncov 
ered the interrupted center pedestal oxide segment and 
covering the other oxide pedestal portions Where the nitride 
layer Will be retained. The resulting structure of the material 
is illustrated in FIG. 1C. 

[0051] FIG. 1C illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1B folloWing application of resist segments 110a and 
110b and opening an image mask over interrupted center 
oxide segment of oxide 106a having nitride segment cap 
104b, leaving resist segments 110a and 110b , protecting 
nitride segment caps 104a and 104c, respectively. LM-1 
segments 108a and 101% remain overlaid by the oxide ILD 
layer 106a. 

[0052] Photoresist can be dispensed With a Wafer structure 
stationary or rotating. Auniform resist thickness is preferred. 

[0053] After resist coating is complete, the Wafer can be 
transported to a softbake station Which can bake by direct 
conduction at a speci?ed temperature and time. 

[0054] The resist ?lm is sensitive to speci?c Wavelengths 
of ultraviolet light (UV). The Wafer/resist combination can 
be inserted into a mask aligner, Which can contain optics, a 
UV light source, and the circuit layer image contained on a 
mask or reticle, Which is to be transferred to the resist ?lm. 

[0055] A development step can form the mask image by 
selectively removing exposed (or unexposed) regions in the 
positive (or negative) photoresist ?lm. Wafers can be cas 
sette loaded onto a developer/hardbake track and can be sent 
to a developer station. Developer solution can be dispensed 
to ?ood the Wafer, and the Wafer can remain idle While 
development proceeds for a time, and then a spin/rinse cycle 
or cycles can complete the process. An alternate technique 
can employ a temperature controlled bath Where Wafers are 
batch developed using agitation. 

[0056] From step 208, ?oWchart 200 can continue With 
step 210. In step 210, the center nitride cap segment over 
center interrupt pedestal can be selectively etched aWay and 
the resist layer can then be stripped aWay. The center nitride 
cap segment, if suf?ciently thin, can be etched Without a 
selective etchant. It Will be apparent to those skilled in the 
art that part of the oxide layer adjacent to the center pedestal 
can be removed during this etching process, if not covered 
by resist segments 110a and 110b, as shoWn in FIG. 1D. The 
resulting structure formed by step 210 is illustrated in FIG. 
1D. 

[0057] The patterned photoresist can expose the underly 
ing material to be etched. The photoresist can be robust 
enough to Withstand Wet (acidic) and dry (plasma or reactive 
ion etching (RIE)) etching environments With good adhesion 
and image continuity, as Well as the force of an implanter 
beam When used as an implantation mask. 

[0058] Resist stripping can include complete removal of 
the photoresist after the masking process to prevent con 
tamination in subsequent processes. There are many photo 
resist solvent (premixed) strippers available that Will remove 
positive and negative photoresist (+PR and —PR) Without 
adversely affecting the underlying material. A temperature 
controlled bath can be used for batch stripping of photoresist 
folloWed by appropriate rinsing. OZone plasma (O3) can also 
be effective in removing photoresist. 
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[0059] FIG. 1D illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1C folloWing etching of interrupted nitride cap seg 
ment 104b of oxide 106a, and stripping of resist segments 
110a and 110b , leaving exposed the center pedestal portion 
of oxide 106a and nitride caps 104a and 104c. LM-1 
segments 108a and 101% remain overlaid by the oxide ILD 
layer 106a. 

[0060] From step 210, ?oWchart 200 can continue With 
step 212. In step 212, resist can be applied and an image can 
be opened using a mask for de?ning vias to the LM-1 layer 
forming resist segments leaving uncovered the intended 
locations of the vias and covering the center pedestal portion 
of the oxide and the tWo nitride capped pedestals. The 
resulting structure formed by step 212 is illustrated in FIG. 
1E. 

[0061] FIG. 1E illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1D folloWing application of resist segments 112a, 112b 
and 112c over pedestals portions of oxide 106b including 
nitride cap segments 104a and 104c and opening an image 
mask so as to leave uncovered by resist portions of oxide 
106a intended as locations of vias to LM-1 segments 108a 
and 101%. LM-1 segments 108a and 101% remain overlaid 
by the oxide ILD layer 106a. 

[0062] From step 212, ?oWchart 200 can continue With 
step 214. In step 214, the oxide segments intended as 
locations of vias to LM-1 can be selectively etched aWay and 
the resist segments can then be stripped aWay, leaving a 
structure include vias and line trenches ready for a dama 
scene metalliZation ?ll. Various etching techniques can be 
used including, e.g., Wet etching and dry etching. Wet 
etching can use various mixtures of hydro?uoric acid and 
Water (e.g., 10:1, 6:1, 100:1), and can include a buffering 
agent such as ammonium ?uoride for a sloWer, more con 
trolled etch rate. Although relatively inexpensive, Wet etch 
ing can also lead to severe undercutting since it is an 
isotropic process, ie proceeding at nearly equal rates in all 
directions, Which can make it impractical. To avoid 
encroachment, dry, or plasma etch technology, using, e.g., a 
gloW discharge to ioniZe an inert gas (i.e. reactive ion 
etching (RIE)physical sputtering) can be used to set up very 
anisotropically (i.e. directional) etched features, providing 
for higher circuit densities. When multiple layers are 
involved in dry etching process, such as silicon nitride over 
silicon dioxide, it is important to knoW the relative etch rates 
of the tWo materials in the available etchants. This “selec 
tivity” Will determine if signi?cant etching of underlying 
layers Will occur. Plasma etch processes, since they are 
basically chemical by nature exhibit better selectivity as 
compared to RIE physical sputtering processes. To etch the 
oxide layer using plasma etch CF4, CHF3 and NF3 gases can 
be used, for example, With an etch rate of greater than 5000 
angstrom per minute. The resulting structure formed by step 
214 is illustrated in FIG. 1F. 

[0063] FIG. 1F illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1E folloWing etching of oxide 106b to form vias 
therein. FIG. 1F depicts oxide 106b With etched vias 
yielding oxide portions 106c, 106a' and 1066. Oxide portions 
106c and 1066 have nitride segments 104a and 104c capping 
them, respectively. And center pedestal 106d is noW ready 
for damascene ?ll to form a thin line fuse of thickness 
approximately equal to original nitride segment 104b. The 
vias formed by etching in step 214 of oxide 106b provide 
access to LM-1 segments 108a and 101% as shoWn. 
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[0064] From step 214, ?owchart 200 can continue With 
step 216. In step 216, the trench formed by the preceding 
steps can be ?lled With one or more layers of metal or barrier 
layers followed by metal and can be polished using a 
chemical, mechanical polishing process to form a last metal 
(LM) damascene fuse line link having a thin region of 
thickness approximately equal to the nitride layer thickness. 
Metal is used in semiconductor processing for creating loW 
resistance paths. Barrier layers are used to prevent metal 
interaction With the surrounding dielectric. Metal and barrier 
layers can be put doWn by, e.g., the chemical vapor depo 
sition(CVD) process, physical vapor deposition (PVD) sput 
tering process, evaporation, and plating. For example, using 
CVD, WF6 can be used to deposit tungsten Copper can 
be deposited using a sputtering process or plating. Physical 
vapor deposition can be done by an evaporation metalliZa 
tion process and a sputtering deposition process. Copper 
deposition can include depositing Ta or TaN as a liner or 
barrier layer betWeen Cu and Si. The resulting structure 
formed by step 216 is illustrated in FIG. 1G. From step 216, 
?oWchart can immediately end With step 218. 

[0065] FIG. 1G illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 1E folloWing ?lling of the trench formed in FIGS. 
1A-1F With metal forming thin fuse link segment 114b, and 
thick Wire lines 114a and 114c, adjacent to segment 114b. 
FolloWing ?lling of the metal by damascene process, the top 
surface of the structure can be polished. Chemical mechani 
cal polishing can be used to form the last metal (LM) 
damascene fuse line 114 having thin region 114b. Polishing 
is the process of grinding ?at, microsanding and/or planariZ 
ing the resulting surface to obtain a structure of uniform 
thickness. Polishing can include chemically removing varia 
tions left after grinding including chemical etching using 
acid formulations, and can include a chemical/mechanical 
process to produce a polished, highly re?ective, damage free 
surface. The damascene process includes the process of 
?lling in With metal and polishing the resulting surface of the 
structure. Resulting thin fuse link segment 114b is approxi 
mately the same thickness as nitride cap segment 104b of 
FIG. 1B. 

[0066] FIGS. 3A through 3F depict a cross-section of an 
integrated circuit during an alternative fabrication technique 
embodiment of the fuse of the present invention. FIG. 4 
depicts a ?oWchart 400 illustrating an example technique of 
fabricating the structure depicted in FIGS. 3A through 3F. 

[0067] FIG. 4 begins With step 402 Which can continue 
immediately With step 404. In step 404, an interrupted fuse 
line is formed including a resist layer, a nitride layer, an 
oxide layer and a last metal minus one (LM-l) layer. 
Speci?cally, interrupted fuse line is formed by placing a 
resist layer over the previously deposited nitride layer. The 
nitride layer can include a material such as, e.g., silicon 
nitride, deposited using conventional methods such as, e.g., 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), over the previously 
deposited oxide layer. The oxide layer can include a material 
such as, e. g., silicon dioxide, deposited using a conventional 
method such as, e.g., chemical vapor deposition(CVD) on 
the previously deposited LM-1 layer. The thickness of the 
silicon nitride layer can be selected according to the approxi 
mate thickness desired for the resulting “thin” fuse segment 
(see FIG. 3F, beloW) Which is to be formed in the last metal 
(LM) Wiring line. In one embodiment, the desired thickness 
of the “thin” fuse segment can be, e.g., 0.5 p or less. In 
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another embodiment, the desired fuse segment can be, e.g., 
0.8 p or less. In yet another embodiment, the desired fuse 
segment can be, e.g., 0.3 p or less. Certain thicknesses can 
provide advantageous chip yields. Table 1, above, illustrates 
exemplary fuse thicknesses and some observed fuse yields 
associated With certain example fuse segment thicknesses. 
An example of the structure formed by step 404 is depicted 
in FIG. 3A. 

[0068] FIG. 3A illustrates a semiconductor structure 
including resist segments 302a, 302b and 302c formed on a 
thin upper nitride layer 304 Which overlays an inter layer 
dielectric (ILD) oxide layer 306 Which in turn overlays last 
metal minus 1 (LM-l) layer segments 308a and 308b. 

[0069] From step 404, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 406. In step 406, the nitride layer and oxide layer can 
be etched to create a “line” trench, and the resist layer can 
be stripped. The structure formed by step 406 is depicted in 
FIG. 3B. 

[0070] FIG. 3B illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 3A folloWing etching of the nitride and oxide layers 
304 and 306, yielding oxide layer 306a including exemplary 
line trenches and pedestals. Nitride 304 is etched leaving 
nitride segments 304a, 304b and 304c remaining capping 
the pedestals of oxide layer 306a, formed by stripped resist 
segments 302a, 302b and 302c. LM-1 segments 308a and 
308b remain overlaid by the oxide ILD layer 306a. 

[0071] From step 406, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 408. In step 408, resist can be applied and an image can 
be opened using a mask or reticle over resist segments and 
interrupted center pedestal oxide segment, leaving uncov 
ered the interrupted It center pedestal oxide segment and 
covering the other oxide pedestal portions Where the nitride 
layer Will be retained. The resulting structure of the material 
is illustrated in FIG. 3C. 

[0072] FIG. 3C illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 3B folloWing application of resist segments 310a and 
310b and opening an image mask over interrupted center 
oxide segment of oxide 306a having nitride segment cap 
304b, leaving resist segments 310a and 310b, protecting 
nitride segment caps 304a and 304c, respectively. LM-1 
segments 308a and 308b remain overlaid by the oxide ILD 
layer 306a. 

[0073] From step 408, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 410. In step 410, the technique can selectively etch the 
exposed oxide layer forming vias to the LM-1 layer, leaving 
exposed the nitride cap segment protecting the center ped 
estal oxide segment, and leaving covered the tWo other 
pedestal portions of the oxide and their tWo nitride caps. The 
resulting structure formed by step 410 is illustrated in FIG. 
3D. 

[0074] FIG. 3D illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 3C folloWing selective etching of oxide 306a forming 
vias to LM-1 segments 308a and 308b. Resist segments 
310a and 310b protect pedestal portions of oxide 306b and 
306a' and nitride cap segments 304a and 304c, and LM-1 
segments 308a and 308b are overlaid by the oxide ILD layer 
segments 306b and 306d. 

[0075] From step 410, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 412. In step 412, the center nitride cap segment over the 
center interrupt oxide pedestal can be selectively etched 
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away and the resist layer can then be stripped away. The 
center nitride cap segment, if suf?ciently thin, can be etched 
Without a selective etchant. It Will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that the oxide layer segments 306b and 
306d could be etched if not covered by resist segments 310a 
and 310b, as shoWn in FIG. 3E. The resulting structure 
formed by step 412 is illustrated in FIG. 3E. 

[0076] FIG. 3E illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 3D folloWing etching of interrupted nitride cap seg 
ment 304b of center pedestal oxide 306C. LM-l segments 
308a and 301% remain overlaid by the oxide ILD layer 
segments 306b and 306C. 

[0077] From step 412, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 414. In step 414, the resist is stripped aWay, including 
resist segments 310a and 310b, leaving the structure ready 
for damascene ?ll. The resulting structure includes vias and 
line trenches ready for a damascene metalliZation ?ll. The 
resulting structure formed by step 414 after damascene 
?lling is illustrated in FIG. SF. 

[0078] From step 414, ?oWchart 400 can continue With 
step 416. In step 416, the trench formed by the preceding 
steps can be ?lled With metal and can be polished using a 
chemical, mechanical polishing process to form a last metal 
(LM) damascene fuse line link having a thin region of 
thickness approximately equal to the nitride layer thickness. 
The resulting structure formed by step 416 is illustrated in 
FIG. 3F. From step 416, ?oWchart can immediately end 
With step 418. 

[0079] FIG. 3F illustrates the semiconductor structure of 
FIG. 3E folloWing ?lling of the trench formed in FIGS. 
3A-3E With metal forming thin fuse link segment 312b 
capping pedestal oxide portion 306C, and thick Wire lines 
312a and 312C, adjacent to segment 312b. FolloWing ?lling 
of the trenches With the metal by damascene process, the top 
surface of the structure can be polished. Chemical mechani 
cal polishing can be used to form the last metal (LM) 
damascene fuse line 312 having thin region 312b. Resulting 
thin fuse link segment 312b is approximately the same 
thickness as nitride cap segment 304b of FIG. 3B. 

[0080] While various embodiments of the present inven 
tion have been described above, it should be understood that 
they have been presented by Way of example only, and not 
limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of the present 
invention should not be limited by any of the above 
described exemplary embodiments, but should be de?ned 
only in accordance With the folloWing claims and their 
equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method for forming a thin pedestal fuse segment in 
a thick last metal (LM) Wiring line, comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a last metal minus 1 (LM-l) Wiring layer and 
an overlaying oxide inter layer dielectric (ILD) using 
conventional techniques; 

(b) depositing a layer of nitride using conventional tech 
niques, Wherein a thickness of said nitride layer is an 
approximate thickness desired for the thin pedestal fuse 
segment; 

(c) de?ning With a resist layer and mask the LM Wiring 
line that Will contain a fuse link, Wherein said fuse link 
is not yet imaged; 
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(d) etching said nitride layer and said oxide ILD, forming 
a thick line trench; 

(e) stripping said resist; 
(f) applying a neW layer of resist and opening an image, 

de?ning said fuse link overlapping adjacent ends of an 
interrupted LM trench; 

(g) etching said nitride layer using an etchant; 

(h) stripping said neW layer of resist; applying another 
layer of resist and imaging and etching via contacts, 
Wherein said via contacts Will connect said LM to said 
LM-l Wiring layers; 

stripping said another layer of resist; 

(k) ?lling said Wiring trench With at least one metal; and 

(l) polishing to remove unWanted and excess metal, 
forming LM damascene fuse line having the thin ped 
estal fuse segment. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said oxide 
layer comprises silicon dioxide. 

3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said nitride 
comprises silicon nitride. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said step (b) 
comprises at least one of a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
, a physical vapor deposition (PVD), an evaporation, and a 
plating technique. 

5. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said step (g) 
comprises using an etchant that is relatively selective to said 
nitride. 

6. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said step (g) 
comprises using an etchant, Wherein if said nitride layer is 
thin, selectivity is not required. 

7. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said step (k) 
comprises ?lling said Wiring trench With copper. 

8. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said step (1) 
comprises using at least one of a chemical and a mechanical 
polishing technique. 

9. A method for forming a thin pedestal fuse segment in 
a last metal (LM) Wiring line, comprising the steps of: 

(a) forming a last metal minus 1 (LM-l) Wiring layer and 
an overlaying oxide inter layer dielectric (ILD) layer 
using conventional techniques; 

(b) depositing a layer of nitride using conventional tech 
niques, Wherein a thickness of said nitride layer is an 
approximate thickness desired for the thin pedestal fuse 
segment; 

(c) de?ning With a resist layer and mask the LM Wiring 
line that Will contain a fuse link, Wherein said fuse link 
is not yet imaged; 

(d) etching said nitride layer and said underlying oxide 
ILD, forming a thick Wiring line trench; 

(e) stripping said resist layer; 

(f) applying a neW layer of resist and opening an image 
over an interrupted segment; 

(g) etching selectively said oxide to form vias using an 
etch selective to said oxide, leaving exposed a nitride 
pedestal cap; 

(h) etching selectively said nitride pedestal cap using an 
etch selective to said nitride; 
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(i) stripping said neW layer of resist; 

?lling said Wiring line trench With at least one metal; 
and 

(k) polishing to remove unWanted and excess metal, 
forming LM damascene fuse line having the thin ped 
estal fuse segment. 

10. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said oXide 
layer comprises silicon dioxide. 

11. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said nitride 
comprises silicon nitride. 

12. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step 
(b) comprises at least one of a chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD), a physical vapor deposition (PVD), an evaporation 
and a plating technique. 

13. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step 
(g) comprises using an etchant that is relatively selective to 
said oXide . 

14. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step 
(h) comprises using an etchant that is relatively selective to 
said nitride. 

15. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step 
(h) comprises using an etchant, Wherein if said nitride layer 
is thin, selectivity is not required. 

16. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step comprises ?lling said Wiring line trench With copper. 
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17. The method according to claim 9, Wherein said step 
(k) comprises using at least one of a chemical and a 
mechanical polishing technique. 

18. A metalliZation structure formed on a semiconductor 

substrate, comprising: 

an insulator structure formed on the substrate, said insu 
lator structure having an upper layer and a loWer layer, 
said upper layer being thinner than said loWer layer, 
said insulator structure having a plurality of openings 
therein of varying depth; and 

a metal structure inlaid in said insulator structure, said 
metal structure having ?rst and second portions and a 
third portion there betWeen that is substantially more 
resistive than said ?rst and second portions, said third 
portion having a thickness that is substantially similar 
to the thickness of said upper layer of said insulator 
structure. 

19. The structure according to claim 18 Wherein said 
upper layer comprises a nitride layer and said loWer layer 
comprises an oXide layer. 

20. The structure according to claim 19 Wherein said 
metal structure comprises copper. 


